
Online safety 
Hate Crime - Criminal behaviour which is mo8vated by hate. 

“The term hate crime can be used to describe a range of criminal behaviour where the 
perpetrator is mo8vated by hos8lity or demonstrates hos8lity towards the vic8m’s 

disability, race, religion, sexual orienta8on or transgender iden8ty.”  

Government quote 

“Whether shouted in their face on the street, daubed on their wall or tweeted in to their 
living room, the impact of hateful abuse in a vic8m can be equally devasta8ng.”  

Alison Saunders – director of public prosecu8ons – crown prosecu8ons services 

Online hate is treated in the same way as offline hate, however it is very difficult to accurately 
monitor/track the levels of hate. Over recent years the monitoring and repor8ng of hate crimes has 
improved resul8ng in there being a strong increase in hate crimes. What is important to remember is 
that it has become easier to report crimes and laws passed has made it a legal requirement for all 
incidents to be recorded. This doesn’t necessarily mean that the number of cases has increased, just 
the accuracy in the ability to be able to record such incidents. 

The Law is intrinsically limited. It is there to deal with the most serious of hate crimes whilst 
protec8ng people’s freedom of expression 

The law covers 5 characteris8cs of hate crime. They are.. 

• Race or ethnicity 

• Religions or belief 

• Sexual orienta8on 

• Disability 

• Transgender iden8ty  

• (Currently gender is not covered by the law but is being worked on! – eg. Misogyny) 

Hate speech :   

Online hate speech is a communica8on on the internet which expresses prejudice against an iden8ty. 
Online hate speech can take the for of derogatory, demonising and dehumanising statements, 
threats, iden8ty based insults, pejora8ve terms and slurs.  

Public order act 1986 



Sec8on 1-7 communica8ons act 

What is online hate? 

Threatening: Content which expresses inten8on to engage in harmful ac8ons against a group or 
members of a group based on their group iden8ty. This includes threats of physical violence. 

Inci8ng: Content which explicitly encourages advocates or jus8fies harm to be inflicted on a group or 
members of a group on the basis of their group iden8ty. It includes incitement to physical abuse.   

Demonising: Content which is explicitly hateful but does not include threats or incitement. It is likely 
to inspire hatred in others and thus may have similar harmful effects. It includes deroga8ng, 
demeaning, insul8ng and a\acking a group. 

Animosity: Content which expresses prejudice towards a group but does not explicitly a\ack them. It 
includes content which others a group by emphasising their difference, strangeness, unimportance 
or by mocking and undermining their experiences. It is usually less strong, and is more likely to be 
expressed without inten8on to inflict harm. 

The nega8ve effects of online hate 

Hazards 

...are online content and behaviour which create a risk of ham being inflicted. 

Risk factors 

...are elements which increase the likelihood that harm will be inflicted (or increase the amount of 
harm) 

Harms 

...are nega8ve effects on people's wellbeing and autonomy. 

Online hazards: 

Content: 

Memes, videos, games, media contains hateful messages 

Interac8ons: (forms 2% however s8ll a serious risk) 

• Grooming (harm emerges from the power dynamic between vic8m and perpetrator - adult/
child),  

• Hate speech, where vulnerable people have been recruited, radicalised 

Users: 

Influen8al people (celebri8es, public icons, role models) can spread hateful informa8on or views 
which can normalise hateful ideas for some young and/or vulnerable people. Eg. Kate Hopkins, 



Richard Spencer, Tommy Robinson. They can provide engaging, interac8ve pleas for support which 
can be appealing to young/vulnerable people. 

Communi8es: 

There are groups and forums which are dedicated to spreading hateful ideas. Media pladorms such 
as Redit, Facebook, Twi\er, TicTok Have been cri8cised for not doing enough to help with the 
preven8on of hate groups spreading hateful ideologies.  

PlaNorms: 

There are some websites that are en8rely dedicated to spreading and inci8ng ‘hate’. Eg. ‘Stormfront’, 
designed as a forum for white supremacists, fascists to discuss and further the spread of hateful 
ideas. 

There are some smaller social media sites (than that of Twi\er, Facebook, TicTok)  that have very 
relaxed approach to monitoring content. Eg. Bitshute, Parler, Gab. They claim to be advocates of free 
speech; however they do remove some criminal hate comments/speech’s albeit only if a law has 
been broken. 

Harms that can be inflicted by online hate 

Separated into two main categories... 

Internalised harms: Nega8ve effects on how people think and feel 

Externalised harms: effects on how people act and behave 

...and two 8meframes... 

Short term: Nega8ve effects which are experienced immediately by the vic8m 

Long term: Nega8ve effects which are experienced over a long period of 8me. 

 

The online world is very intricate and complex and you can never be certain how much harm a 
website can inflict. 



Not all ‘Harms’ effect people in the same way. Something that may have a significant impact on one 
person may not have the same effect on someone else.  

Everyone’s experience of hate is different. Ojen this is down to personal factors – religious, gender, 
sexual orienta8on, race etc. We need to be able to recognise this and start to be empathe8c towards 
individual needs or we risk not giving those the support they really need.   

 

Why should we be vigilant about online hate? 

Online hate is very hard to pinpoint, label and find, and when it’s found it can be very hard to 
categorise leaving a lot of online hate to be put in a grey area. There is so much content being 
uploaded on different pladorms and on a regular basis coming from all different angles that hate 
crime has become increasingly difficult to find and has caused big problems for the likes of academia, 
commercial enterprises, government, law, security services, poli8cians. Content is heavily distributed 
and there is no centralised source, so the monitoring of all uploaded content is near on impossible. 

Online hate crime actually only forms a very small part of all content uploaded to the internet.  
0.01/0.001% of all content is hateful. Some areas this may a bit higher depending on what has 
happened in the area eg. Ajer a Terrorist a\ack in the area or an area that has par8cular issues. 

Pladorms rely on AI (sojware that flags up hateful content), human moderators and user reports to 
monitor and report hateful content however some smaller pladorms don’t have such vigilance when 
monitoring the content on their pladorm. Usually by the 8me the crime has been reviewd and 
removed, the hateful content is already out there and publically available. 



 

One of the challenges we face with monitoring content is that many online pladorms will outsource 
and use companies in foreign countries to do the monitoring of their online ac8vity/uploads etc. Part 
of the problem with this is that other countries might not understand the social context of the crime 
and or some of the language used (things may get overlooked). 


